We examine the question of which statistic or statistics should be used in order to recover infonnation important for inference. We take a global geometrc viewpoint, developing the local geometr Amar. By examining the behaviour of simple geometrc models, we show how not only the local curatue properties of parametrc families but also the global geometrc strctue can be of crucial importance in fiite-sample analysis. The tool we use to explore this global geometr is the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition. Using global geometr, we show that the maximum likelihood estimate is the most important one-dimensional sumar of infonnation, but that traditional methods of infonnation recovery beyond the maximum likelihood estimate can perfonn poorly. We also use the global geometr to constrct better infonnation sumaries to be used with the maximum likelihood estimate.
Introduction
In this paper we examine the question of which statistic or statistics should be used in order to recover information important for inference. A geometrc approach is taken throughout and a new technique for selecting highly informative statistics is proposed. In contrast to Amari' s (1990) work, this selection is not done using only local information; rather a global approach is taken, and the consequences of this are explored. The tool used to understand the global strctue is a fuctional version of principal component analysis, with the spectr giving important information about the existence, or otherwise, of good lowdimensional sumary statistics. All examples used in this paper have the strctue of cured exponential families; for spiral model' . The helix model comprises trvariate normal densities denoted by MN3( fl, hX3) , for which fl is restrcted to the helix (r cos , r sin , Od).
We parametrzed by E e = with , d
being fied and known and the data being denoted by , X2, X3).
Example tanh -link model.
The hyperbolic link is useful for modelling data that approaches an asymptote; see, for example, Vos (1991) . The model is given by the nonlinear regression = tanh (f3X ti, where the error term has an independent Gaussian distrbution with a fixed, assumed known vanance.
Spectral decomposition of the likelihood
In this paper the phrase information in the statistic S is used as an abbreviation for the phrase ' information in the statistic S for making inferences about the parameter That is the concept of information depends both on the data and on the strcture of the model. All examples in this paper are cured exponential families where the maximum likelihood
alone is not suffcient; we therefore look for a statistic of the form One of the issues that the paper therefore considers is what ' important' means in this context. Since log-likelihoods are only defied up to an additive term, independent of but possibly dependent on the data, one form of variation of
which is unimportant is addition of such terms. Furthermore, since we are interested in inference , variation of parts of the loglikelihood which are negligible in comparison to its maximum value will also be considered unimportant. To formalize these ideas we fist normalize the log-likelihood, either by dropping additive constants, or by considering Since this paper is concerned with understanding the sources of variation in the loglikelihood, a fuctional version of principal component analysis is constrcted using the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) decomposition; see Papoulis (1984) . This allows a ' diagonalization of variance-covarance fuctions such as (2), and fids sources of large varability.
Consider, therefore , the eigenvalue equation O. These eigenfuctions can be chosen to form an orthonormal basis for the set of smooth fuctions ftom Dee to IR with respect to the inner product defied
Writing the log-likelihood with respect to this basis gives (Noting that in our examples the number of non-zero eigenvalues is fite due to the fite-dimensional suffcient statistics) (4) with the fist terms in the sum contrbuting most to the data variability of fD (O; x) and the last term being independent of the data. Using this analysis, low-dimensional affe spaces spanned by the fist few eigenfuctions, can be found that provide a good approximation to the log-likelihood.
Examples
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Example (continued).
We apply the above theory to the helix model when = 0. 1 and = 0. , having defied the region to be (-, 30) . This choice of rand gives a high statistical curature and high torsion; the curved model is in fact uniformly close to a one- Thus the important issue is that there is one dominant eigenfunction which is responsible for almost all of the variation. This eigenfuction is also calculated numerically and shown in (a) (b) theta theta Figue l(b). This approximately linear fuction corresponds to variations in the log-likelihood of the form
where ceO) is data-independent. Figue lea) shows visually that for this model the loglikelihood is approximately quadratic , at least in the sense that a quadratic function is uniformally close. Furhermore , by observing the vertical scale it is clear that all pertbations ftom a quadratic fuction are inferentially unimportant.
The dominant varation in this case has the effect of translating the log-likelihood while leaving the shape of the log-likelihood essentially unaltered. That is in statistical terms simply a translation of the MLE. Thus for this model there seems to be an approximately suffcient one-dimensional statistic which is one-to-one with the MLE. 10gpw(W, 0).
(ii) Observed information: record the observed information and use , lobs (iii) Ancilarity principle: record a statistic whose distrbution is fuctionally independent of so that , A).
We now consider the three information recovery principles in tu. In this example there is no two-dimensional statistic which has zero expected information loss. Amari' s (1990, p. 229) Poor performance then shows up as large varability in these plots. is held constant at -well-defied maximum which has a high value for lobs and the case where the loglikelihood is almost flat across a region of the parameter space.
We now consider the KL decomposition of the information in this example. We use the relative sizes of the three non-zero eigenvalues either to fid an informative twodimensional sumary statistic, or to demonstrate its non-existence. = 0.
= 3. An observed log-likelihood fuction is plotted in Figue 3(a) .
This is used to choose the region selected to be all values whose log-likelihood is within 10 of the maximum. In this case the eigenvalues are in the ratio 180: 1 :0. , so there is a dominant eigenfuction shown in Figue 3(b) . This fuction is approximately linear and .2 0.
Q)-
6 -2 2 6 -2 2 6 -2 2 6 -2 2 theta theta theta theta adding multiples of it to the approximately quadratic log-likelihood simply moves the mode.
Thus, over 99% of the variation is, as expected, explained by O. Of the remaining 1 % of the variation over 97% is explained by the second eigenfuction (Figure 3(c) The third eigenfunction (Figue 3(d) ) changes the symetr of the log-likelihood and in this case can be neglected. In this case the three eigenvalues are in the ratio 113:35:8 , with the eigenfuctions shown in Figure 3(f-h) . The MLE by itself has lost a large amount of information, but neither of the remaining eigenfunctions is completely dominant. Thus the KL decomposition indicates that there wil not be a good one-dimensional sumary statistic, and only a poor two-dimensional one. This confis the analysis above, which shows that for = 1 = 1 both and perform badly. The dominant eigenfunction (j) has the effect of translating the local maxima within each local mode. The secondary source of variation (k), however, moves the heights of the modes relative to each other, hence can change the global maximum. The smallest source of variation (1) changes the Hessian term for each mode. Thus the KL decomposition has again used the global geometry to decompose the local and global information. . It is clear that the Hessian is almost constant for each simulation and that all the variation is in the global geometry away ftom a small open set around Calculating the corresponding eigenfuctions after fiing the MLE gives a single dominant eigenfunction whose fist and second derivatives are zero at the MLE. Hence adding linear multiples of this eigenfunction affects neither the MLE nor the Hessian. This explains the behaviour seen in Figure 4 .
The following simulation study shows that simple inference procedures can be based on the statistics suggested by the global geometr and that these inference procedures offer a close approximation to inference based on the full likelihood fuction. In contrast, simply using the observed information in place of the expected information can lead to a poor approximation of likelihood-based inference. Throughout the study, we test Ho : GLRT.
Discussion
In this paper we have used the variation of the shape of the log-likelihood fuction as a way of determining the information content of a statistic. We have not addressed the question of how to extract the information in such a statistic for inference. In the examples we have explicitly avoided conditioning since we have not discussed the ancillary properties of the proposed statistics. We point out, though, that there are important links with the global shape of the log-likelihood function and conditional inference. In particular, the so-called directed likelihood ancilary (Barndorf-Nielsen and Cox 1994, pp. 227-229; Sweeting 1995; Skovgaard 2001) uses more information about the likelihood than is contained in a local region of its maximum. In general the ' shape' of the log-likelihood fuction forms a second-order ancilary statistic which can have better properties than the purely locally based ancilaries such as the one proposed by Efron and Hinkey (1978) .
The examples in this paper are such that calculation of the required covariance strctues is straightforward. In general cases , since these strctures are all moments under the datageneration process p(x , tj), one approach which has worked well in informal studies is to estimate these strctues , directly or through bootstrapping. Again this is an area which requires fuher study.
